
 
 

Outstanding Combination Rebar Bender & Cutter Units. 
 

                      
 

DBC-16W 
  

 

DBC-3225  
DBC-3232 

Combo Units 

  

 

Maintaining the rebar cutter is easy, 
it’s simply removed by unbolting the 
wing nuts & washers on the two heavy 
duty threaded U-bolts with sleeves.     
 

This is an essential combination rebar cutter and bender.  It simply combines 
the DBD-32X bender and the DC-25X or DC-32X rebar cutter both together on a 
stationary stand.  The important advantage to owning this combination unit is 
that the rebar cutter can be simply removed and used in a portable application 
or locked into a stationary position and then operated by the foot pedal switch.  
The other advantage is production, the bender table is at the ideal working 
height and cutter can be used independently from the rebar bender.  The DBD-
32X bends rebar from 0 -180 degrees.  This combination unit is made up of three 
components; the bender, the cutter, and the BCSE-32X combination stand with 
electrical outlet (some assembly required).  One year parts and labor warranty.  

 Specifications for DBC-3225 & DBC-3232 Combination Units

Models #’s DBC-3225  DBC-3232 
Max. Cutting #8 or 1” Grade 60  #10 or 1-1/4” Grade 60 
Max. Bending #9 or 1-1/8” Grade 60 #9 or 1-1/8” Grade 60 
Cutter Power 115 Volt 50/60 Hz -12 amps 115 Volt 50/60 Hz -18 amps 
Bender Power 115 Volt 50/60 Hz -12 amps 115 Volt 50/60 Hz -12 amps 

Total Weight (kg) 482 lbs. (219) 511 lbs. (232) 
Dimensions (mm) 23” (590) L x 27” (686) W x 37.25 (946) H

“Our Tools make you Money” 
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